Abstract-This paper presents a novel MoG based method for foreground detection and segmentation in video surveillance. Normal MoG is different to deal with the foreground objects that stay in the scene for a long time and segment difficult foreground objects from one blob. We improve MoG by adopting posterior feedback information of Kalman filter tracking, to robustly modeling the background and to perfect the foreground segmentation result. Experiments and comparisons show that our method is robust and accurate in video surveillance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In automated surveillance systems, foreground object detection and segmentation from a video stream is crucial task, it exerts a great influence in follow-up operation, such as object tracking, object classification and etc. Considering the character of video surveillance, e.g., an object comes into the scene, and stays in the scene for a while, the system should be able to recognize the object as foreground instead of classifying it to background rapidly; Another problem is that two foreground objects come into the scene, then combine to a blob at a moment due to shelter or shadow, it is necessary to segment the blob to separate foregoing foreground objects instead of a new object. Our goal is to create a robust, adaptive system that can handle the situations related above.
In this paper, we propose effective algorithms to deal with the prior-mentioned problems. Mixture of Gaussian algorithm is used to modeling background firstly. After the background is established, the algorithm begins to detect foreground objects using connected components algorithm and calculate its property, e.g., its position, motion direction, speed, area, contour, and color histogram. That information are used to tracking objects in later frames. According the posterior information gained by tracking, the MoG background modeling algorithm can perfect the background to detect accurate and integrated foreground objects. The block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig.1 . The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes the Gaussian background model algorithm [3] . Section 4 describes the Kalman filter tracking algorithm. Finally, Section 5 shows the experimental result and section 6 concludes the paper. 
II. RELATED WORK
The simplest and straightforward approach to segment foreground from background is background subtraction, or frame differencing, large changes are regarded as foreground. Based on frame differencing, running average uses a parameter α to maintain the background frame, it is more adaptive then the previous method. The two methods are not robust enough to detect foreground as they are sensitive to subtle environment changes.
The more advanced approach is to build a representation of the background to compare against new frames. Those approaches can be further classified into two classes: parametric methods and nonparametric methods. For parametric methods, Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) [3] is the most common and significant one, it employs statistics by using a Gaussian model for each pixel, every Gaussian model maintain the mean and the variance of each pixel, the assumption then is that the pixel value follows a Gaussian distribution. In their work, they use an on-line approximation to update the model. Considering the swaying tree and flickering monitor, MoG can handle those multi-model changes well. Many improvements on Gaussian mixture model are presented in [6] [7] [27] . Toyama et al. presented a linear Wiener filter to learn and predict color changes, the linear predictor coefficients are updated each frame. However, this method is still hard to handle moving background objects and shadows.
Compared with parametric methods, Elgammal et al. [4] introduce non-parametric model of the background, the advantage is that it can achieve greater accuracy under similar computational cost, another advantage of this approach is the incorporation of spatial constrains into the formulation of foreground classification. The model is robust and can handle the situations where the background of the scene is cluttered and most static but has subtle motions such as swaying trees. Many other nonparametric background model algorithm are presented in [8] [9] [26] .
Another excellent approach is taken by Oliver et al. [5] , a Bayes decision rule for classification of background and foreground from selected feature vectors is formulated. This method uses posterior probability to identify foreground, the result is better than others in integrality.
The nonparametric methods have the superiority that they do not need to assume the pixel matching a particular model and estimate its parameters. Therefore, this method can adapt to arbitrary unknown data distribution. But nonparametric methods are not as efficient as the parametric methods, it is computationally relatively.
The algorithm presented in this paper falls into parametric category, we did many work based on Gaussian mixture model in order to improve the foreground integrality and accuracy.
The aim of object tracking is to get the locus of the object over time by locating its position in every frame of the video. Figure 2 shows the taxonomy of tracking method: The tracking methods mainly come into three categories, e.g., point tracking, kernel tracking, and silhouette tracking.
The objects detected in consecutive frames are represented by points and the association of the points is based on the previous object state which can include object position and motion is called point tracking, as shown in Figure 3 . Salari and Sethi proposed MGE tracker in 1990, and Broida and Chellappa proposed Kalman filter tracking in 1986, those methods belong to point tracking. Kernel tracking refers to the shape and appearance of the object. Such as the kernel can be a rectangular template or an elliptical shape with an associated histogram. The objects are tracked by get the motion information of the kernel in frames. Classical kernel tracking algorithm includes mean-shift tracking, which proposed by Commaniciu at 2003, it is widely used in many fields. Figure 4 shows the kernel tracking model. Silhouette tracking is done by estimating the information in object region in consecutive frames. The information can be appearance density, or shape models and so on. Figure 5 shows the silhouette tracking model. The algorithm used in this paper falls into point tracking, e.g., Kalman filter tracking, for we mainly consider the efficiency in real-time video surveillance.
III. MIXTURE OF GAUSSIAN BACKGROUND MODELING ALGORITHM
In this section, we will introduce the Mixture of Gaussian algorithm [3] .
If each pixel resulted from a particular surface under particular lighting, a single Gaussian would be sufficient to model the pixel value. If lighting changed over time, a single, adaptive Gaussian per pixel would be sufficient. In practice, multiple surfaces often appear in the view frustum of a particular pixel and the lighting condition change. Thus, adaptive Gaussians are important.
We consider the values of a pixel over time, at any time t, what is known about a particular pixel is its history:
Where I is the frame sequence? Some pixel samples are shown by the (R, G) scatter plots in Figure 2 . Each pixel in the image is modeled by a mixture of K Gaussian distributions. The probability of observing pixel value is
Where t i w , is the estimate of the weight of the 
The covariance matrix is assumed to be of the form:
The K distribution are ordered based on the fitness value
Every new pixel value, t X , is checked against the existing K Gaussian distribution, until a match is found. A match is defined as a pixel value within 2.5 standard deviation of a distribution.
The Gaussian model will be updated by the following update equations, (1 )
Where ( | , ) 
If the pixel value does not match each of the K Gaussian model, the least probable model will be replaced by a distribution with the current value as its mean, an initially high variance, and a low weight parameter.
Then the first B distribution are chosen as the background model, where B is estimated as
The T is the minimum fraction of the background model; it is set to 0.7 experimentally.
MoG is based on statistical modeling of pixel intensity, while this method has a drawback that the foreground object always has some holes, e.g., the object is not integrated. Another drawback is that if a running car stopped in video stream, then the car may be turn to be background soon according to the update strategy presented by [3] .
Considering the efficiency in video surveillance, we select K = 3 in MoG, that means we build only three models for each pixel, and set History-Window to 1000 to slow the update speed.
IV. KALMAN FILTER

A.
Underlying Dynamic System Model The Kalman filter is an efficient recursive filter that estimates the internal state of a linear dynamic system from a series of noisy measurements. It is used in a wide range of engineering and econometric application from radar and computer vision to estimation of structural macroeconomic models, and is an important topic in control theory and control systems engineering. The Kalman filter, the linear-quadratic regulator and the linear-quadratic Gaussian controller are solution to what probably are the most fundamental problems in control theory.
Data fusion using a Kalman filter can assist computers to track objects. The iterative predictor-corrector nature of the Kalman filter can be helpful, because at each time instance only one constraint on the state variable need be considered. The process is repeated, considering a different constraint at every time instance. All the measured data are accumulated over time and help in predicting the state.
Kalman filters are based on linear dynamic systems discretized in the time domain. They are modeled on a Markov chain built on linear operators perturbed by Gaussian noise. The state of the system is represented as a vector of real numbers. At each discrete time increment, a linear operator is applied to the state to generate the new state, with some noise mixed in. Then, another linear operator mixed with more noise generates the observed outputs from the true state. The Kalman filter may be regarded as analogous to the hidden Markov model, with the key difference that the hidden state variables take values in a continuous space.
In order to use the Kalman filter to estimate the internal state of a process given only a sequence of noisy observations, we should model the process in accordance with framework of the Kalman filter. See Figure 7 : 
H is the observation model which maps the true state space into the observed space and k v is the observation noise which is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian white noise with covariance k Q .
Kalman Filter The Kalman filter is a recursive estimator. It means that the current measurement and the estimated state from the previous time step are needed to compute the estimate for the current state, no history of observations or estimates is required. The Kalman filter is often conceptualized as two distinct phase: predict and update. At the first phase, it uses the state estimate from the previous time step to produce an estimate of the state at the current time step.
In the second phase, the current a priori prediction is combined with current observation information to refine the state estimate. This improved estimate is termed the a posteriori state estimate. If an observation is unavailable for some reason, the update may be skipped and multiple predication steps performed. Likewise, if multiple independent observations are available at the same time, multiple update steps may be performed.
1) Predict Predicted state estimate:
Predicted estimate covariance:
2) Update Innovation or measurement residual:
Optimal Kalman gain:
Updated state estimate:
Updated estimate covariance:
The formula for updated estimate and covariance above is only valid for the optimal Kalman gain.
V. KALMAN FILTER TRACKING ALGORITHM
In our Kalman filter tracking algorithm, it need to predict the information of dynamic objects in each frame, and it also need to detect dynamic objects in each frame, and extract their useful information, then updating the Kalman fitler predicting information by matched dynamic object. If the dynamic object is blocked and cannot be detected, the Kalman filter will be failed to update, and use the predicting information for the dynamic object.
A. Kalman Filter Predicting
The Kalman filter state vector can be represented as follows: 
The observation vector can be represented as follows:
Where,
represented the coordinate value of the dynamic object observed at frame k, its observation matrices is:
Finally, the state vector and observation vector can be represented as follows: 
And the observation noisy can be set as follows:
Here, we set
The initialization of predicted estimate covariance and state vector can be set as follows respectively: 
B. Kalman Filter Tracking 1) Object Detector After the background is established, we employ the connected components algorithm to segment the foreground pixels into regions, it is a key step, for it improves the MoG from pixel level to region level.
After connected components algorithm is done, we computer the property of the object extracted by using statistical method. In this paper, the position, the contour and its area, the motion direction, the motion speed, the color histogram of the object is computed.
2) Object Tracker The track diagram is shown in Figure 8 as below. Where the stable list maintains the stable objects and the frame list maintains the new frame objects. In matching step, considering the displacement of the object in adjacent two frames is subtle, it is necessary to reduce the search scope to a small area around the object. In this area, we compare the object's motion direction, area, speed, and color histogram features to find the best match. The tracking algorithm describes as follow.
For each object in the stable list do: For each object in the frame list do: Compare the position of the two object, if it is too far, skip to the next object in frame list; Compare the motion direction of the two object, if the dot product of the two objects is negative, skip to the next object in frame list; Compare the speed of the two object, if the result exceed a threshold, skip to the next object in frame list; Compare the area of the two object, if the result exceed a threshold, skip to the next object in frame list; Compare the color histogram among the remaining objects in frame list, find the best match with the object in stable list. If a best match is found:
Update the object's property using Kalman filter in stable list, e.g., the position, the direction, the area, the speed, and the color histogram.
Do static foreground object detect, if the position of the two objects is nearly the same in continuous N frames, we consider the object is stay in the scene, then update the mask image to notice the MoG algorithm do not update the weights of Gaussian models of this object. Else
If the object's position is on the border of the frame, and the direction is outward, delete the object in stable list. Else do blob detection, compare the foreground pixels of the stable object with the foreground image, if the superposition area is over a threshold, segments the object from the blob. Where the mask image is used to set the region that should be updated in new frame.
Particularly, in comparing color histogram stage, the algorithm compares the distance between the maximum color components of the two objects, in view of efficiency, the color component is set to 64, and every color component has four gray levels.
While the tracking is over, the Gaussian modeling algorithm will use the feedback information to perfect foreground. In this way, the foreground objects' pixels and contour is perfect than before, for it is using of posterior information.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL Result
We implement our algorithm with the OpenCV library. We demonstrate the performance of our algorithm through a number of video sequences, and receive promising results.
In the experiment, we track a car in a campus. The car come into the scene, then stayed at a carport. The resolution of the test video is 384*288. Fig.9 (a) shows the car come into the scene, Fig.9 (b) shows the foreground result used our algorithm. Fig.10 (a) shows the car stayed in a carport, Fig.10 (b) shows the foreground result. Figure 9 . A car come into the scene and its foreground image at frame 538 Figure 10 . The car stayed in ca carport and its foreground image at frame 683 Fig.11 shows the difference between our algorithm and normal MoG algorithm, Fig.11 (b) shows the foreground of the same car in Fig.9 and Fig.10 used normal MoG at frame 782, Fig.11 (c) shows the foreground of the car used our algorithm at the same frame. We can see that the foreground of the car has fade away in a short time in (b), while the foreground of the car remains integrated in (c). Fig.12 shows the same car at frame 2050, the foreground of the car still integrated. Fig.13 and Fig.14 Fig.15 shows the tracking result. Fig.16 shows the result of segmenting blob into objects. The blob cars are drawn in red circle in Fig. 16 (a) . The Fig.16 (b) shows the foreground image of (a), it is obviously that the two cars combined to one blob, and Fig.16 (c) shows the result used normal MoG, the algorithm detect the two objects to a blob, while in Fig.14 (d) , our algorithm segment the blob into two different objects. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a robust and accurate algorithm to perfect foreground object in video surveillance. A Kalman filter tracking algorithm is proposed to achieve object tracking, and utilize the posterior information to perfect foreground object. Experimental results show that the algorithms we proposed can extract foreground objects efficiently and accurately.
